

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya's sojourn to the Delta Quadrant is about to end for better or for worse. With the Seleya locked in a Cube's tractor beam, the situation does indeed look grim.
Host Buzzard says:
Borg drones have beamed across to the Seleya and are on every deck. The crew of the Seleya armed with projectile weapons are slowing the drone's down.
Host Buzzard says:
Meanwhile Captain Hawkinson has led an away team across to the cube with a the sole purpose of destroying some conduits and shutting the Borg's power supply.
Host Buzzard says:
Its here were we pick up, will the Seleya's crew become mindless automations following the will of the collective, or will the crew of the Seleya literally pull the hare out of the hat!
Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'to Hell and Back'***
Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'to Hell and Back'***
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::On the Borg cube::
CMO_Stadi says:
::On her way to a Holodeck in the Jeffries tube system...::
SO_Emrys says:
@::Walking behind the CO, in front of the AXO, rifle ready to defend from the Borg::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::On the Borg cube::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Following the CO and SO::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Wondering around on deck 12::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Laying helpless in sickbay, in stasis::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: We need some more of those....
CIV_Varek says:
::Enters the bridge and looks around::
TO_Darklighter says:
::Is at TAC trying to break the tractor beam lock::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Looks around the cube as she walks along::
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: Sir, reading a power spike, dead ahead
CMO_Stadi says:
::Stops for a second, listening::
CIV_Varek says:
::Steps down to the command chair::  All: Status Report
Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Sits in her chair, and shifts uncomfortably::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Then let's get to it.... ::Edges slowly forwards::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Hears the SO and readies phaser::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: I'm trying to brake the tractor lock sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::in the JTs looking for a way to reach either Main Engineering or the bridge::
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: It should be past the next junction.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Indicates for the SO to lead the way::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Sees the CO fall behind in front of her::
CIV_Varek says:
TO:  Good do what you have to and get the beam off us
SO_Emrys says:
@::Glances at the CO, then moves ahead, and as they come around an adjunct, the second node comes into view::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: Doc.. any word from the rest of the ship?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Borg drone's continue their relentless assimilation of the Seleya's crew
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Looks at the node::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: No... right now I'm more concerned with keeping my patients alive and un assimilated...
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Wonders how the Seleya is doing::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Sees the Node::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Still unconscious, hordes of drones pass by him without noticing him::
Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Tears flow from her eyes::
SO_Emrys says:
@::Begins moving clockwise, scanning the area for another node::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Raises his phaser to bear on the second node:: AXO: Commander...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: So am I.. but what about the rest of the ship? *BRIDGE* Birdge come in!
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: Sir I'm going to try and configure the phaser banks to a high EM band
CIV_Varek says:
Ship Wide: Crew fight the Borg as best you can, but don't be careless if you have to duck into a Jeffries Tube
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Starts wishing they could get off this cube hears the CO and fires at node::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Shoots::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: Don't give our location...
CIV_Varek says:
*SEC*:  This is the bridge
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg node explodes
TO_Darklighter says:
::Configures the phaser banks to a high EM band::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: Wasn't planning on it... but the Borg are right behind us.. 
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CIV*: Borg invaded sickbay.. 
FCO_Mathews says:
::On way to bridge::
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: Sir....
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: How many do you think its going to take Sir ?
CMO_Stadi says:
::Turns a corner, scanning the other side of a hatch::
Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Sobbing::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Brain functioning on minimal signs::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: The phaser banks are configured
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg drone approach relentlessly on the CMO's group
FCO_Mathews says:
::Changes direction to deflector control::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: Hopefully only one or two more.....
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Got any others?
CIV_Varek says:
TO:  Proceed
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: In my own opinion Sir we really need to hurry a bit
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Hears a panel blow behind them:: CMO: Move! they are right behind us! ::moves up a tube::
TO_Darklighter says:
::Fires the Phasers at the cube::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: ALL: OK...we're going into the Holodeck, we can told them off for a while in there ::opens the hatch, has another look and starts getting people through::
SO_Emrys says:
@::His eyes are clenched shut, and the captains words go unheard::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: I agree with you entirely commander.....
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: Sir.....
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Ensign!
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Smiles at the CO::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Reaches deflector control::
CIV_Varek says:
CNS:  Yes?
SO_Emrys says:
@::Eyes suddenly shoot open, and he looks at the CO:: CO: I can hear them, sir.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Sensors detect minimal damage to the cube
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: I can feel it......the pain.....the agony.  The crew are dying, sir.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Sighs:: SO: Ensign, focus on the mission. Come on, we need to hurry. Are you reading any more power spikes?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I'll cover you.. ::climbs out in the hall and aims weapon.. looking for movement::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Looks at the SO and shudders::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Attempting to generate large amounts of subspace noise to disrupt Borg communications::
CIV_Varek says:
CNS: I need to focus.  We need everyone at their best to get through this.
SO_Emrys says:
@::Focuses desperately:: CO: I'm picking up a couple of surges, bearing 1130.
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Turns around to check behind them::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Sets to deflector to generate the noise and activates it::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Communications with the Borg cube and the drones on board the Seleya are disrupted. The Drone's mill around utterly confused
TO_Darklighter says:
::Targets the source of the tractor beam and fires Phasers::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods to Sec and slips onto the Holodeck herself to help people through from the inside::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: Then let's go... ::moves forward::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya's phasers have no effect
Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Wipes her eyes, and holds her hand to her head, to try and stop the pain::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Spins round and follows the CO::
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: Yes, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Aims at someone coming around the corner.. it's a pair of armed guards.. who aim back for a second.. then go at ease and wave::
SO_Emrys says:
@::Takes up his position behind the CO, clenching his teeth with the effort of blocking out the hive mind. Beads of sweat drip down his forehead as he scans left to right for Borg activity::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: Sir may I fire photons?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Drone's walk aimlessly around walking into walls and falling over
FCO_Mathews says:
::Opens ship wide comm: All hands, the Borg communications are Temporally disrupted! Use the time while we have it!::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@SO: How far away is the next one? ::looks up for it::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Still in stasis::
CIV_Varek says:
TO: Yes
CMO_Stadi says:
::Gets the last few in:: SEC: You're turn come on!
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: Turn left up ahead, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Watches as a drone walks past the guards.. and hits a wall.. then turns with out noticing them and goes on::
TO_Darklighter says:
::Fires a full spread of photons::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Nods, and wordlessly takes the next left::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Sees something to the left of her and glances for a while watching a drone at work::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I need to stay with my men.. you can take care of things here.. you seem capable..
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: 12 Torpedo's impact on the Cube momentarily rocking the vast vessel
SO_Emrys says:
@::Is thrown against the bulkhead::
CIV_Varek says:
Computer:  What is the status of the Borg on the Seleya
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Rocks for a moment with the impact::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*BRIDGE*: The Borg seem.. confused.. what happened?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AT: I guess they're shooting back at last. Keep going.
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Just manages to stand:: CO: Well that should have got there attention :smiles::
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Borg activity is currently suspended due to lack of guidance from the Collective
CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks at Sec for a second:: SEC: And leave us without security?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Spies a third node, and raises his phaser to bear on it::
SO_Emrys says:
@::Is able to hold his footing, and follows::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg falls over deactivating the status chamber and freeing the CSO
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: Should be at the next adjunct, sir.
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Sees the node and fires on it ::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: No.. ::waves the two guards over and tells them to stay with the group.. :: you have these two..
CIV_Varek says:
SEC: It appears the away team to starting to make an effect.  The drones have lost contact with the collective
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg node explodes
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: These two are close together.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: SEC: Much better
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CIV*: Well keep it up!
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: You want to take that one out as well then ?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Chest rises up, brain is being rushed with blood as well as every part of his body::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Attempts to open a narrow frequency of no noise to establish contact with the AT::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: You bet.
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Raises Phaser and fires::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Fires::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I'm going to check the rest of the maintenance ways.. my men in ME.. I lost contact with them..
SO_Emrys says:
@AXO/CO: Ready increased Borg activity nearby. Several drones approaching!
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Lights fade on board the Cube and hum of power generators shutting down
SO_Emrys says:
@AXO/CO: Oh, no.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Smile sat SEC and seals hatch:: Computer: Define a perimeter around the edge of this Holodeck and simulate heated air at 500oC...remove safety protocols...
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Readies the other weapon:; CO: Guess that means we’ve out stayed out welcome
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Hits his com badge, while stowing his phaser in his holster:: COMM: Seleya: Seleya, this is the away team. Is the cube disabled?
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: Sir, we have to get the away team aboard, now...
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Relaxes, then opens his eyes. Sitting up, he can see the confused drones walking aimlessly::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: I guess so.
CIV_Varek says:
TO:  Status on the cube
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Watches her men go with the CMO and turns away.. heading back toward sickbay::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: The cube appears inactive sir
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Looks for the Drones::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@COMM: Seleya: Emergency beam out. ::stands still for transport::
SO_Emrys says:
@CO: Drones closing in sir. ::voice rising::
CIV_Varek says:
*CO*:  The cube appears to be inactive and the drones on the ship have lost their link to the collective
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@AXO: Let's just hope their Transporter blocking field is down as well.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands up, seeing a drone coming up to him, dodges it and pulls out the main connection wire to his brain::
CIV_Varek says:
TO:  Beam the AT out of there now
SO_Emrys says:
@::Can see a drone approaching their position from down the corridor::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Gets ready to grab his rifle off his back::
AXO_Lemile says:
@CO: I tend to agree with you on that Sir
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: Aye sir ::activates the transporters::
Host Buzzard says:
@ACTION: Drones appear out of an alcove in front of the AXO and grab her
SO_Emrys says:
@AXO: Sir .... !
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Tries to fight the drone off by raising her weapon::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Aims weapon as she walks past five drones standing perfectly still.. goes on down the hall::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Swings his rifle off his back, and points it at the drone:: AXO: Commander!
CMO_Stadi says:
::Is standing in the middle of her safe area::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands in the middle of sick bay, trying to figure out what is happening::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Attempting to "hack" into the cubes communications to send the self destruct command::
SO_Emrys says:
@::Raises his weapon, firing at the closest drone::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::Shoots at the drone::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Tries to move out of the way so the CO can get a clear shot of the drone::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The CO and SO are beamed back on board the Seleya
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Comes around the corner in sickbay and has weapon aimed.. moves past another drone and one mess on the floor that was a drone::
SO_Emrys says:
::Materialises on the Seleya, weapon at the ready::
SO_Emrys says:
Self: No!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Materialises on the Seleya::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: I've only got the CO and SO sir
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Still fighting the drone and manages to push him away::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CIV* Bridge, this is the away team, Commander Lemile didn't come back with us.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Steps down form the alcove::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The AXO is manhandled by Drones towards an assimilation chamber
CIV_Varek says:
TO:  Why weren't we able to get the AXO
SO_Emrys says:
::Follows the CO::
CMO_Stadi says:
*Bridge*: Stadi here... please keep me up to date...
CMO_Stadi says:
::Voice has sounded better::
CIV_Varek says:
*CO*:  We are trying to get her back now sir
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: A drone must of disrupted the lock
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CIV: Sir, she's in trouble...
AXO_Lemile says:
@:: Still struggling with the drones unsuccessfully::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Hears movement and aims.. stares at Hazzem.. still looking like a Borg.. :: CSO: Oh dear
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Weakens a little, he kneels down trying to rush more energy to himself::
CIV_Varek says:
*CO*:  A drone must have gotten a hold of her
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*Bridge* Bridge, what's the status of the cube? ::walks out into the corridor:: Are we still in danger from it?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Walks into a Turbolift:: TL: Bridge.
CIV_Varek says:
*CMO*:  The CO and SO have returned but the AXO is still aboard
SO_Emrys says:
::Follows the CO into the TL::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya and the Cube face off against each other
CIV_Varek says:
*CO*: It still appears to be inactive
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Keeps weapons trained on the CSO.. moving away from the other drones.. reaching for a medical device::
CMO_Stadi says:
*CIV*: Aboard the cube!!!
SO_Emrys says:
*CMO*: Sir, what's the status of Lt. Hamid?
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Hopes the Seleya will make an escape as she’s dragged to the assimilation chamber::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Temporal activity is increasing 5000 km's of the Seleya's starboard bow
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at SEC, tears flowing down his cheeks::
TO_Darklighter says:
CIV: The cube will be back up and running in 5 minutes according to my scans
CIV_Varek says:
*CMO*: Yes
FCO_Mathews says:
::Continues playing with deflector controls, attempts to open a tiny temporal rift in the cube to damage it::
CMO_Stadi says:
*SO*: Unknown... are we Borg free Ethan?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Steps out onto the bridge::
SO_Emrys says:
*CMO*: Nearly. ::spoken grimly::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: How long do we have?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Grabs the hypo and a neural device.. glancing down to set it in reverse:: CSO: Hi there.. just stay where you are ok? I really don't want to shoot you right now..
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: 5 minutes sir
CMO_Stadi says:
*SO*: So, it's safe to return to stations...right?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
Self: Darn... CIV: Take helm, get us out of here. Maximum warp.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks down::
SO_Emrys says:
::Looks at the captain:: CO: Sir, is it safe to return to stations?
Host Buzzard says:
<Borg Drone> AXO: Resistance is futile!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Yes Ensign.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Attaches the surgical sedator set in reverse to a Tricorder battery and moves back to the drone just standing there.. ::
AXO_Lemile says:
@Drone: It is? .... who ever told you that !!
SO_Emrys says:
*CMO*: Sir, the captain has given the go ahead. We're moving away from the Borg cube.
CIV_Varek says:
::Jumps down to the helm and punches in a command::  CO:  What about the AXO?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya streaks off at max warp, leaving behind the Cube and the temporal anomaly
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Applies it to the back of the drones head and hits the on button.. frying his neural processors..::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CIV: Much as I hate to admit it, I don't think there's anything we can do for her.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods to her staff:: *SO*: Thank you Ethan... I will inform you as soon as I find Hazzem...Stadi out ::sounds tired::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Drone drops at Te'Fels feet
CIV_Varek says:
CO:  Aye sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Moves on to kill the others in the room::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CIV: Did we take on any guests?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: Whats your name? 
CMO_Stadi says:
Computer: End program... ::perimeter disappears and doors open::
SO_Emrys says:
::Moves to SCI1::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: AXO is tied down to the assimilation table
FCO_Mathews says:
*CO* I have suspended on board Borg activity with intense subspace noise
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at SEC, tilting his head at the question::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Access internal sensors. How many did we lose?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*FCO* Understood Commander. Report to sickbay, or your station.
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Is not happy but gives up struggling knowing what is about to happen::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: 97 in total, sir.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Makes her way into Sickbay::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Heads toward bridge::
CIV_Varek says:
CO:  Yes sir but for the time being at least they seem disorientated
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Sighs, and moves a hand to his forhead:: Self: Ninety seven....
CSO_Hazzem says:
SEC: My name?
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, that anomaly may be our only chance to get home. Shouldn't we return?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: Don't you have some weird number now? what is it.. ::kills the last drone in sickbay::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: What anomaly?
SO_Emrys says:
CO: There's an anomaly where we just left the Borg cube. You weren't informed, sir?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::A little confused, trying to find who he is: an individual or a fellow drone::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Has a last thought of her father as assimilation starts::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Enters Sickbay and sees Te'Fel:: SEC: How is he? ::leaves her staff to sort things out::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: I was not. What kind of anomaly?
FCO_Mathews says:
::Arrives on bridge::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Specifics.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: AXO Lemile joins the Borg collective as 6 of 9 of sub matrix 01010
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Keeps weapon trained on Hazzem.. gives the last drone a mild kick to be sure it's dead:: *SHIP SEC*: Clean house time.. any way necessary
FCO_Mathews says:
::Looks at helm::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands up slowly::
AXO_Lemile says:
@::Is Borg::
SO_Emrys says:
::Completes scan of the anomaly:: CO: Scanning the anomaly, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Keeps hand on weapon:: CSO: Hazzem.. stay there..
CIV_Varek says:
::Stands up from helm:: FCO:  It's all yours
FCO_Mathews says:
CIV: Thanks
FCO_Mathews says:
::Sits at helm::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Scans CSO::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Begins to work his magic::
CIV_Varek says:
::Moves up to ENG station::
EO_Chan says:
::Dashing around in Main Engineering checking all systems::
CSO_Hazzem says:
SEC: I am Abdel-Hamid, Hazzem
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Lie still...that's an order...
CMO_Stadi says:
::Leans him back onto his back::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Grins but keeps weapon up:: CSO: Hey welcome back Hazzem... 
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Scans only reveal that it was not created by the Borg. Other than that, sir, I'm not sure.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets a little dizzy, falls on his knees again::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: There was no time for a proper scan, sir, just residual readings.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: Is he going to be all right?
EO_Chan says:
*CO* Sir all systems are running at normal parameters
CIV_Varek says:
::Checks over systems to make sure they are clear of Borg implants
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: Did you give him anything in my absence?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: No..
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Well could you at least tell what it was? Did it vanish into subspace? Was it one end of a black hole? Did it send everything in it a millennium into the past? Did the sensors get nothing on it before we left the area?
SO_Emrys says:
CO: At warp, sir, our sensors aren't much good.
EO_Chan says:
::Leaves Main Engineering for the bridge since there is no CEO::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: We were stationary for over quarter of an hour Ensign.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: SEC: Good...he'll be fine... ::runs a devise across the back of CSO's neck, locally shorting out the make-shift transponder:: CSO: Do you know where you are?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to cry silently, tears flowing like rivers::
EO_Chan says:
::Enters TL::
SO_Emrys says:
::Continues to try and get some sort of reading:: CO: No offence, sir, but science hasn't been manned since we left. No one was scanning it.
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sir, perhaps we could tap into one of the Borg we have on board and cleverly access the cubes sensors to see what it was?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Finally lowers weapon and leans on the wall.. letting her body relax a bit::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Commander, the only tapping into Borg systems on this ship will be done over the entire crew's assimilated bodies. We are not going to risk accessing a Borg drone!
EO_Chan says:
::Leaves the TL and enters the bridge looking around::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Can't talk much, experiencing emotional pain::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Cube powers up and sets off on a pursuit course after the Seleya at 9.9
CMO_Stadi says:
::Takes CSO in her arms and hugs him:: CSO: You're OK now, you'll be fine... we have you back...
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Cries even more::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, the Cube has powered up, and is in pursuit!
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Sir may I suggest we start configuring our shields to multi-Phasic shielding?
EO_Chan says:
::Walks to Eng consol :: CIV: May I ?
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Shh sh sh... it's OK, you're fine... you're safe... ::keeps holding him, more to keep herself from crying than him::
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sir, direct her toward the Transwarp conduit?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Successfully calms down a bit::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Planning on flying into a.... perfect idea. Do it!
CIV_Varek says:
EO:  Go ahead  ::Steps away from engineering control::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Direct her home, commander. We're not flying back into Borg space.
TO_Darklighter says:
::Nods his head and gets to work::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Hold her ear piece a moment:: *BRIDGE*: Borg threat neutralized..
CMO_Stadi says:
::Leans back and attempts a smile:: SEC: Can you help me get him onto a bio-bed...
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks around:: CMO: Hopefully this is the Seleya
EO_Chan says:
::Looks at the CIV:: CIV: Thank you Sir
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Home as in on a 50 year trip home?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Moves over to the other side of the bio-bed that Hazzem was placed on:: 
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: That's correct.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: Yep.. it is.. almost wasn't
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Sits down in his command chair::
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Aye aye capti'n
CIV_Varek says:
::Moves to OPS station::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods::
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Correct...well done... ::smiles gently:: how do you feel Hazzem?
FCO_Mathews says:
::Modulates warp field to obscure the signature left behind & changes direction::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Hears a report from one of her guards standing on the bridge and frowns at the CMO::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Gets her Tricorder out again:: *SO*: We have him Ethan, he's going to be fine... please tell Ja...the Captain...
EO_Chan says:
::Runs diagnostic on all systems just to double check things::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Ensign, where's the nearest star?
SO_Emrys says:
::Accesses astrometrics::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Eyes looking distracted:: CMO: I don't know
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Sir it will take me 15 minutes to reconfigure the shield....how long is it till the cube intercept us?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: With your fingers.. remember? ::forces a smile down at him::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks up at SEC, then raises his fingers in front of him::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, the nearest star is a binary, ETA 10 minutes.
EO_Chan says:
::Sighs tapping away at her consol happy to be ignored::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Takes his hand:: CSO: It's all right.. you'll remember..  
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Relay its co-ordinates to the helm.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Alter course towards the stars.
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Aye, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: Doc.. they are coming.. we have less then 10 minuets
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Feels the warmth of SEC's hand::
SO_Emrys says:
::Begins transmitting the data to Austin::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Goes toward the star::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Cube increases speed to 9.99, estimated time to intercept 6 minutes
CMO_Stadi says:
::Still scanning:: SEC: What do you suggest we do?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Hawkinson to Stadi. Doctor, we're about to be flying through a binary star. Ready sickbay for casualties from radiation poisoning.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CMO: I don't know.. 
EO_Chan says:
::Looks around the bridge as its her first time on it ::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Send all power to shields.
EO_Chan says:
CO: Aye Sir
EO_Chan says:
::Reroutes power to shield grid::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, I should remind you of the danger of flying anywhere near a binary star.
CMO_Stadi says:
*CO*: Never a dull day, eh?... acknowledged...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Holds the CSO's hand tightly and looks around sickbay.. a bit pale in complexion::  *SHIPS SEC*: Code Black reinstated! prepare for possible boarding.. dispose of all Borg materials.. it's time for round 2.. ::closes com and looks back at Hazzem::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Hears the captain's orders::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: I know Ensign. At ninety million kilometres a proton burst could knock out the shields and engines. We'd then fall into the pulsar, and not have enough momentum to get out the other side. The ship would be simultaneously crushed and boiled.
EO_Chan says:
::Hears the SO and fully agrees with him but doesn't feel confident enough to say it out loud::
CMO_Stadi says:
SEC: I can handle here...if you have a post to go to... ::looks at CSO:: SEC: and don't worry, he'll be fine... right Hazzem?
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sounds like fun
SO_Emrys says:
::Nods, having been put in his place::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at SEC, then forces a smile::
EO_Chan says:
::Shakes her head at the CO's remark::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: If, on the other hand, we don't get hit, with all power to shields and impulse engines, we should fly straight through. Assuming we get to a high enough speed before the engines fail from the heat.
EO_Chan says:
CO: All available power has been rerouted Sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Runs a hand over the CSO's face:: CSO: I'll be back.. ::stands up and grabs her weapon..:: CMO: see you soon..
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: We won't beat the Borg by playing it safe. Prepare to cut warp drive and go to full impulse, right through the middle of the binary matrix.
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: I suggest we get coolant down to the impulse engines
CMO_Stadi says:
::Pats CSO and looks at the rest of her crew:: ALL: OK, we’re going again... prep main Sickbay for radiation sickness...and inoculate everyone already in here...
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: On your mark sir
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Follows SEC with his eyes::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: The cube is closing the distance, sir.
Host CNS_Albrin says:
CO: The crew is as ready as they can be, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Grabs a hypo kit from one of the nurses and heads out the door:: *SHIP SEC*: Radiation protocols! you have 2 minuets! MOVE!!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Understood.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: Thank-you.
EO_Chan says:
::Checks all Systems seeing Warp and impulse are fine::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Can sense the chemistry between CSO and SEC and smiles, perhaps a little envious::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: We need everything to the aft shields. As soon as we drop to impulse though, redistribute that evenly through the shield grid, and send anything that's left over to the impulse drive.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*BRIDGE*: crew has been moved into the interior of the ship.. doors that can be have been shut for radiation shielding.. we are as ready as we are going to be..
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sir, we could use a weak warp field to go beyond full impulse but below warp1?
SO_Emrys says:
CO: ETA to the binary ..... 6 minutes.
EO_Chan says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: We don't want to do that. We need to be in there for long enough to disable that ship...... we can only hope that without shields they'll be more susceptible.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands up, in uniform and with a pale skin:: CMO:  I have to get to the bridge
CMO_Stadi says:
::Inoculates CSO against the effects of the radiation and then deals with herself::
EO_Chan says:
CO: You have everything to aft shields Sir
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Not on your nelly Mr Hazzem! you're staying here... I'm sorry...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Sets patrols in the empty decks.. joins one of the patrols:: *SHIP SEC*: We are still in code black people! stay armed!
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Are we going to be coming to a full stop, sir?
CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: At least can I contact the bridge?
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Sir I'll have the multi-phasic shielding up in 6 minutes
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: CSO: Of course, but I must have you stay in Sickbay, for everyone's safety...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: No. We'll probably lose the impulse engines between thirty million and twenty million kilometres out, we need full impulse when that happens, or we won't make it.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tabs his badge, voice a little deep:: *Bridge* Lt. Cmdr Abdel-Hamid reporting
EO_Chan says:
::Readies to spread power evenly::
SO_Emrys says:
::Nods, eyes widening at the whole prospect of going near a binary star::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CSO* Commander, are you well?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Walks down the empty hall as the dim red lights flash.. it feels like something out of a horror novel.. followed by one other guard::
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: I recommend we spin the ship around and maintain warp in reverse so the Borg cannot fire on our nacelles?
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Time to intercept - 3 minutes
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Recognizes the captain's voice after a while:: *CO* I am fine sir. Although I am not allowed on the bridge; the doctor has to run some scans on me
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Turning the ship around won't hide the nacelles, and would make civilian targets at the front of the ship a bigger target. Maintain course.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The anomaly remains closed
CMO_Stadi says:
*CO*: He'll be fine, just a bit concerned about his hold on individuality... should have him back for you soon...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CSO* Very well. *CMO* Doctor, probably best if he stays in sickbay for the time being, when we're flying through a binary star, I wouldn't like to be in a Turbolift.
SO_Emrys says:
::Hears the news about the CSO, and is relieved::
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Ensign
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Two minutes
SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: Go ahead, sir.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Laughs a little:: *CO*: Very wise of you Jahl...good idea...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*BRIDGE*: All decks secure..
EO_Chan says:
::Wishes they really were not going to do this::
Host Nick says:
<Borg> COM: Seleya: Lower your weapons and surrender your ship.  You will be assimilated.
CIV_Varek says:
::Prepares himself for whatever is to come::
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* I just remembered, there is a configuration program on SCI 1, it might increase the shields to hold down radiation levels
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Thank-you Arika. Bridge out.
FCO_Mathews says:
::Grits teeth::
SO_Emrys says:
::Accesses shield database:: *CSO*: Got it, sir!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Settles back in his chair:: TO: Open a channel to the vessel.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Walks along and nods to another one her guards she knows my not live through this mission.. moves on::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Closes his eyes in pain, as well as his fist:: CMO: Not them again
CMO_Stadi says:
::Still scans CSO, looking a bit worried for a second or two before relaxing::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, permission to initiate shield modulation, per the Lieutenants orders?
FCO_Mathews says:
::Drives the ship as if he was a Schumacher brother::
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir ::opens a channel::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Do it.
EO_Chan says:
::Quietly works away like a good Ens::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Borg ship: Borg vessel, I am Captain Jahl Hawkinson, of the Federation starship Seleya.
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : One minute to intercept, 3 minutes to the Star
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Guard in sickbay reports on activity with the CSO.. Te`Fel frowns:: 
CMO_Stadi says:
::Lies CSO down:: CSO: Concentrate on *my* voice, not them... listen to me...understand? listen to me... got it? ::puts a synaptic enhancer on his forehead:: listen to me...
SO_Emrys says:
::Initiates the command codes to boost shield strength and modulation:: *CSO*: By the way, sir .... good to hear your voice.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CSO*: Hazzem.. hang in there.. 
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Sir I wont have multi-phasic shielding in time for the Borg
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Stands, and moves to the centre of the command circle:: COMM: Borg ship: You've been making that threat against us for a while now, and we're still here. I warn you, we're about to fly this ship right through a binary star, as you've probably extrapolated.... so if you don't want to lose your ship... I suggest you back off.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Breathes a little heavily, trying to concentrate on the CMO's calm voice::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Understood.
Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Watches the Captain, wide-eyed in fear::
EO_Chan says:
::Raises her eyebrow at the CO's comment::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Walks a bit faster:: *SHIP SEC*: It's show time boys and girls.. lets make this one count!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Places hands on his hips::
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Good, you're doing well... keep it up... talk to me, tell me about your home... don't lose my voice Hazzem... ::keeps working, trying to block the hive mind from CSO::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: 12 seconds to intercept, sensors indicate the Borg vessel preparing the tractor beam
EO_Chan says:
::Ignores the Borg wishing the CO would just do what ever it is he’s going to do::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Keep the shields on a constantly modulating frequency.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: My name is Hazzem, not 13 of 13, human not a Borg, Chief Science Officer, USS Seleya..........
FCO_Mathews says:
::Moves the Seleya around to avoid being tractored::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, they're preparing a tractor beam.
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Don't let them get a lock.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*BRIDGE GUARD*: Code black! prepare for boarding
TO_Darklighter says:
::Tries his best to get the multi-phasic shields up:: CO: I'll do my best sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: And close that comm channel while you're at it. ::is mildly annoyed that they didn't reply:
TO_Darklighter says:
::Closes the com channel::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tries harder to remain an individual::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Tractor beam lashes out trying to lock onto the Seleya. The Seleya is still 2 minutes from the star
SO_Emrys says:
::Prepares an EM pulse to try and disrupt the tractor beam::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Evasive manoeuvres::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Can you get anything else out of the warp engines? Overdrive them as far as you can.
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Concentrate on the human side... keep that in your mind.. ignore all other things... understand?...where did you live? tell me about that... :: still modifying the synaptic modifyer::
SO_Emrys says:
::Initiates EM pulse::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: EM pulse has no affect
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: I'm working on it but it will severely damage the core
EO_Chan says:
::Looks at the CO wondering why he never asked her and goes back to tapping on the consol::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tightens his fists on the bio bed::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: We'll worry about that later
FCO_Mathews says:
::Puts core into overdrive and does extensive things that will push the limits::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Distance?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Takes position and waits:: *SHIP SEC*: 2 channel protocol.. code black! this is not a drill! radiation standards at to be maintained!
TO_Darklighter says:
::Sets the phasers to a rotating EM pulse and fires::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: FCO gets another 12 seconds out of the Seleya, ETA 1minute 13 seconds
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*SHIP SEC*: Shoot to kill.. 
EO_Chan says:
FCO: Sir with all due respect .. you push this to far and you will cause a warp core breech
SO_Emrys says:
CO: 1 minute, 13 seconds, sir.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Covers CSO';s hand with hers:: CSO: Talk to me, Hazzem... tell me about your home... come on! ::her attempts to block them out are not working, it would seem::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Takes a step backwards, and sits down in his chair::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg tractor beam continues to try and get a lock
FCO_Mathews says:
::Increases core load even more::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Commander, in exactly one minute, go to full impulse.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: Where is Te`Fel
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Aye
EO_Chan says:
::Compensates for the FCO lack of respect for the warp core::
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: She's working... helping keep us all safe... I'll have her here as soon as I can... ::smiles a little, trying to look confident:: CSO: want to tell me about her instead?
SO_Emrys says:
CO/FCO: ETA to the binary ..... 60 seconds.
FCO_Mathews says:
::Uses the compensation to push the core even harder::
TO_Darklighter says:
::Sets photons to proximity destruct and fires a full spread at the cube::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Trying to catch his breath:: CMO: She is........the....best thing that...........happened to me
EO_Chan says:
::Turns and glares at the FCO while still compensating wishing she was higher in rank::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Waits in the hall.. her blood pressure up and body tense::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Diverts artificial gravity power to engines::
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Warning Computer core will destabilise in 3 minutes
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Is... a little surprised to find himself feeling an awful lot lighter::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: CSO: I can see that... ::scans his cranium:: CSO: How are the voices?
EO_Chan says:
::Sighs:: CO: Before you ask Sir we are dealing with it
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Thank-you Ensign.
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Warning Warp core will destabilise in 3 minutes
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sorry about that sir
CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: Still trying to get to me, not as much as before
SO_Emrys says:
ALL: ETA to binary star, 30 seconds
EO_Chan says:
FCO: Sir !!! please remember your an FCO Not an Engineer
FCO_Mathews says:
EO: I used to be an XO, ::grins::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Grabs her ear piece and notices a com from the civilians in the radiation secure areas:: Giard: Gravity is off? ::the guard looks at her a bit confused::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Pushes core harder & harder::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Borg tractor beam locks onto the Seleya and begins to drain her shields
CIV_Varek says:
EO:  I believe it is more important to make it to that star right now and deal with the damage we do to the engines later
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Take us to full impulse at eighty million kilometres.
EO_Chan says:
::Tries to deal with the warp core and sends team to deal with it :: CO: If we push her any more she going to blow
CMO_Stadi says:
::Nods:: CSO: Good, we're in the right direction then... ::gets working again:: CSO: but keep listening to me, and concentrate on your own life.. Te'Fel is a good locus...keep talking about her...
FCO_Mathews says:
::Gains speed from cubes momentum::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, the Borg have locked onto us with a tractor beam!
FCO_Mathews says:
CO: Sir, I'm using their momentum to propel us
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Feels a jerk in the silent deck.. whispers:: show time.. *SHIP SEC*: Get ready for zero G combat!
EO_Chan says:
::Fights to keep the Shields up but engines have all the power at the moment::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Binary star in visual range, sir.
EO_Chan says:
CO: Sir Shields are at 80%
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Tell me when I look like I care what you're doing, just get us inside that thing!
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Body calms down a little::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Continue remodulating the shields.
EO_Chan says:
CO: I have no more power to give to them
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya streaks into the star at maximum warp and ......
FCO_Mathews says:
::Full impulse::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Frowns at the complaints that come over the channels:: *SHIP SEC*: That’s enough! stand down!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Send all power from the warp engines to shields and impulse, the moment commander Mathews brings us out of warp!
EO_Chan says:
CO: Aye Sir but please make this quick
FCO_Mathews says:
::Positions ship as best as he can in the centre on the stars::
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: Better?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Cube vessel breaks off pursuit having lost all sensory data on the Seleya
EO_Chan says:
::Waits on the FCO::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Status of shields?
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Feels her stomach get ill as radiation pours in the decks::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: How are the engines?
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: We have multi-phasic shields
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Pretty much just waiting for all the systems on the ship to blow out::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, we're losing structural integrity.
EO_Chan says:
CO: Could be better Sir
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods slowly, taping the CMO's hand in assurance::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Watches heat gauge rising on engines::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION : Bright flash of light and the Seleya re-enters normal space drifting almost powerless
FCO_Mathews says:
::Ready to engage warp again::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Reinforce structural integrity.
EO_Chan says:
::Wonders what is going :: CO: Aye Sir
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Gripping her weapon and leans on the wall.. looks over at the other guard who is handling it better::
CIV_Varek says:
::Checks power of the ship::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Incoming Hail for Captain Hawkinson
CMO_Stadi says:
::Squeezes CSO' s hand:: CSO: You're doing really well...
EO_Chan says:
::Reinforces SIF::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, there's an incoming hail....
SO_Emrys says:
CO: It's for you, sir.
CIV_Varek says:
CO: Incoming hail sir
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: What's our status?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: On screen.
CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks back and sees several casualties being helped in with radiation sickness::
SO_Emrys says:
::Relays image to the viewscreen:: 
EO_Chan says:
::Turns to look at the screen::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: We should be through the star now ::Feels a little sick::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Hears reports of ship wide system failures.. holds stomach:: *SHIP SEC*: Rotate positions.. those .. those sick report to sickbay now.. the rest of you.. do.. know the drill.. move!
EO_Chan says:
::Has her engineering teams working away::
Host Buzzard says:
<Ceres> ::Appears on the screen:: CO: Captain, what  were you thinking their that a Star and that meta phasic shielding would save you?
FCO_Mathews says:
::Notices the warp core is operating lower than usual::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Slides down the wall and sits there in the hall.. that’s even darker then it was:: 
CMO_Stadi says:
CSO: You should be fine though, you've been inoculated ::has to clear her throat:: but not all of the effects...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Blinks::
EO_Chan says:
::Suddenly feels a little happier::
SO_Emrys says:
Self: Ceres?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Ceres: Captain..... Captain Ceres? I, I don't understand..... all right. What's going on? this time I demand an immediate, and direct answer.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Suddenly remembers:: CMO: Where is Te`Fel? the radiation..............?
SO_Emrys says:
::Checks astrometrics for their position::
EO_Chan says:
SO: Where are we? ::whispers::
Host Buzzard says:
<Ceres> CO: Against my better judgement, we saved your asses, I strongly suggest you weigh up your options a little more carefully the next time. Ceres out!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CIV: Get him back and don't take no for an answer.
FCO_Mathews says:
EO: Make a note to have the core replaced
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Lock a tractor beam on the Intuition.
SO_Emrys says:
EO: Just checking.
CIV_Varek says:
::Attempts to get Ceres back::
EO_Chan says:
FCO: Sir the core wouldn't need replacing if you handled it better!!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Ensign, where are we?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Attempts are unsuccessful
SO_Emrys says:
ALL: We're back in the Alpha Quadrant!
CMO_Stadi says:
::Blinks:: CSO: I don’t know... *SEC*: Stadi to Te'Fel...come in...
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Lays her weapon down and leans head back:: *SHIP SEC*: Stand down to code grey.. lets get the ship back up and running.. reports.. need reports every.. every 15 minuets.. if you see Borg... I want to know about it ASAP.. you have your orders.. Te`Fel out..
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir ::locks a tractor beam onto the Intuition::
EO_Chan says:
::Smiles happily::
FCO_Mathews says:
::Watches viewscreen to see Intuition::
CIV_Varek says:
CO:  I can't get him back sir.
SO_Emrys says:
CO: I'm picking up remains of Borg debris .... we're right where we left, sir.
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CMO: * Yes doctor? ::tries to sound fine::
CMO_Stadi says:
*SEC*: Where are you?... and don't try that on me... I know you're in bad shape...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CIV: Open a channel, broadband subspace, all Federation frequencies.
TO_Darklighter says:
CO: Sir should I remove the tractor beam?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: No.
CIV_Varek says:
::Opens channels::  CO: Channels open
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Intuition opens a temporal anomaly and disappears into it shrugging off the Seleya's tractor beam and immediately closing the anomaly behind them
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets up, and runs out of sickbay:: Computer: Locate Security Officer Te`Fel
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Captain Cere, this is Captain Hawkinson. I demand that you respond immediately.
EO_Chan says:
::Runs diagnostic on all systems::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir, I'm picking up a .... 
SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CMO*: I don't remember.. ::watches people filing back into the halls.. her security guiding people to their quarters and engineers beginning repairs::
SO_Emrys says:
CO: They're gone, sir.
FCO_Mathews says:
::Suddenly thinks about apple juice made in a valley in the cape::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Tries to stop CSO, but isn't fast enough...:: *CO*: We're getting radiation patients in here by the dozens... how are the bridge crew?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets SEC's location and runs to it::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
<COMPUTER> CSO: Deck 15 section 3
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* We're all fine Doctor. Annoyed, but..... alive.
CMO_Stadi says:
*CO*: Annoyed?...I don't understand...
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Do we have warp drive?
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Incoming Hail
EO_Chan says:
CO: Warp is offline, repairs are being made ::glares at the FCO::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CMO* Captain Ceres. Long story. Bridge out.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Finds a way to get to deck15, runs to section 3, getting a little sicker::
CIV_Varek says:
CO:  Incoming hail
FCO_Mathews says:
::Shows teeth to EO::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CIV: Too much to hope it's the Intuition? On screen.
CIV_Varek says:
::Puts it on screen::
SO_Emrys says:
::Looks up at the viewscreen::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Stands up and helps her other guard to stand.. looks around as a medic takes him.. watches A still pale looking Hazzem running her direction::
EO_Chan says:
::Reminds herself to give a lecture to the FCO on how to care for your engines, smiles sweetly at the FCO and turns back to consol::
Host Buzzard says:
COM: USS Seleya : This is the Mandela come in please!
EO_Chan says:
CO: We do have impulse
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees SEC:: SEC: Te`Fel ::feels her forehead, sees she's not well::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Wonders, and decides to get the whole story once things have, er, settled down a bit::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Sighs:: EO: Can you repair warp drive, or will we need a tow?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Mandela: Nelson Mandela. This is the Seleya.
EO_Chan says:
EO: Sir we may need a tow for a while
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: What are you doing out of sickbay?
EO_Chan says:
CO: Repairs will take 6 hours
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: But after that will we have warp?
CMO_Stadi says:
*CSO*: Have you found her? ::is busy treating many radiation patients::
EO_Chan says:
CO: Yes Sir
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Carries her on his arms:: SEC: I'm going back......with you
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: Good.
EO_Chan says:
CO: Although max will be warp 5 Sir
Host Buzzard says:
COM: USS Seleya: Good to hear from you Seleya, you had us all here a little worried
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
EO: I'll take it.,
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: Thats nice.. where are we going? ::grabs stomach as a crap hits::
SO_Emrys says:
::Lowers his head, suddenly very tired::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Mandela: Thank-you Captain. However, despite a little trip to the Delta Quadrant, and a few rounds with the Borg... we're alive ::smiles::
EO_Chan says:
::Wishes she was high enough in rank to throw a spanner at the FCO and get him to help with repairs::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Leans on a bio-bed for a second to get her balance:: Self: Hate Captains who fly through suns!
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sick bay doors open as CSO is carrying SEC on his arms after a while of running::
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Semi smiles at the hostility Chan is displaying silently::
Host Buzzard says:
COM: USS Seleya: I look forward to hearing about it Captain, umm can we offer you a tow....again?
CMO_Stadi says:
::Closes her eyes tightly, lowing head trying to get her mind back in one piece:
FCO_Mathews says:
EO: Forgiven me yet?
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Grins to self:: COMM: Although I understand you've given the Seleya tow before.... my engineer tells me that we will have warp drive back on-line shortly. Thank-you for your concern.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks into Sick bay:: CMO: Doctor
FCO_Mathews says:
EO: I'll owe you a drink or something
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Lays SEC on a bio bed:: CMO: I found her
SO_Emrys says:
::Frowns slightly at the EO and FCO, thinking now is not the time::
SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: Oh.. wasn't I just here? ::blinks as the room goes black and hits the floor out cold::
EO_Chan says:
::Looks at the FCO for a minute and smiles:: FCO: I guess so Sir, would you like to help with repairs .. you may get to know the M/ARA a little better ::grins::
Host Buzzard says:
COMM: USS Seleya: Understood, we will stick around I think, things seems to happen when the Seleya is in the neighbourhood! Nelson Mandela out!
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::Smiles as the image blanks::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks up, seems a bit weakened by the radiation:: CSO: Hmm?..oh, good ::swallows:: well done... ::gets to work sorting SEC out::
FCO_Mathews says:
EO: I have just come back from the Borg but I guess I can do a little something
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees the doctor not well too:: Officer: Make her rest, and work on her
Host CO_Hawkinson says:
FCO: Lay in course for Starbase 13.... full impulse.
EO_Chan says:
FCO: Well I guess your have a little knowledge to impress me Sir ::smiles::
CMO_Stadi says:
::Shakes her head to focus:: CSO: I'm...I'm fine... ::pick up a Tricorder and scans::
FCO_Mathews says:
::steers the hunk of junk toward SB13 at full impulse::
Host Buzzard says:
***The End of 'To Hell and Back'***
Host Buzzard says:
***The End of 'To Hell and Back'***
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